This paper provides a conservative estimation of the required bandwidth for video sources multiplexed according to the bu erless scheme and using the Statistical Bit Rate transfer capability i n A TM networks. For sources with sustainable bit rate signi cantly greater than the mean bit rate as expected for video teleconference streams, we consider an estimation of the required bandwidth simply based on the measure of the link load. On the other hand, for video sources encoded using an algorithm such a s t h a t presented in 8 , we propose that this estimation be based on the measured variance of the total bit rate of already accepted sources. In both cases, the required bandwidth is calculated independently of any speci c source model. This leads to a simple CAC policy which signi cantly increases the bandwidth saving with respect to the classical worst-case framework.
Cell Rate Algorithm 12 . There are two main options for handling video connections using SRB capability.
According to the rst option, video connections are encoded with an open-loop coder and the parameters are chosen in such a w ay that the proportion of lost or tagged cells at the GRCA is negligible. Video quality is consequently una ected. It is known, however, that the set of parameters PCR, SCR, IBT which m a k es the GCRA transparent for a given video application is hard to predict. Even for applications like video-conferencing, SCR can only be considered as a very loose upper bound of the mean rate. In 16 , it is shown that even for quite a large value of IBT corresponding to a maximum burst size of the order of thousands cells, the sustainable rate has to be at least twice the real average rate.
On the other hand, for entertainement or news video applications, the extreme tra c variability o ver various time-scale 10, 6 can lead to unacceptable cell loss at the GCRA. Such applications suggest to choose an alternative option making use of a closed-loop coder. Indeed, the MPEG-based rate control algorithm presented in 8 ensures that the emitted video tra c conforms precisely to the declared parameters of the SBR service. In this case, the video quality can vary but the encoding algorithm guarantees that the incoming stream is not a ected by the GCRA at the ingress of the network. Moreover, the real mean bit rate of the video stream is made equal to the sustainable bit rate.
For video sources using the SBR transfer capability, it is possible to control congestion by operating with either burst scale or cell scale congestion. In the case of burst scale congestion, large bu ers in multiplexers are assumed to guarantee a low cell loss ratio when cell bursts are transmitted at peak cell rate. This is the so-called multiplexing with bu er or Rate Sharing RS multiplexing 18 . In the case where cell scale congestion only is considered, the bu er has just to absorb congestion due to coinciding cell arrivals from di erent streams. The only constraint is then to keep the sum of the rates of active connections less than the multiplexer output rate. This is the bu erless multiplexing or the Rate Envelope Multiplexing REM scheme 18 . Interactive or real-time video applications like live e v ents which cannot tolerate delay h a ve t o b e m ultiplexed according to the REM scheme. It is known that this multiplexing scheme leads to e cient network utilisation only if the peak rate is a small fraction of the link rate.
In this paper, we consider video sources using the SBR transfer capability and multiplexed using the REM scheme. We address the problem of the de nition of a suitable Connection Admission Control CAC for such sources. The PCR and SCR are denoted by h and r, respectively. A w orst-case" CAC is then derived by assuming that a source emits cells according to an on o pattern, with the on state" associated with transmission at peak cell rate and the o state" associated with any silent period 11 . The IBT value is therefore unused. The stationary mean and variance of the source bit rate are then r and rh , r, respectively. Given the peak cell rate and sustainable cell rate, these are the maximum values for the mean and the variance. The above on o model is conservative but it obviously corresponds to resource overallocation. This overallocation can be due to one of the following two factors.
The SCR parameter is a loose upper bound of the mean bit rate or, the real tra c is less variant than an on o model. We here discriminate the above t wo t ypes of overalloaction. In the rst one, we propose to take a measurement of the mean bit rate of the already accepted sources into account, in order to improve the resource allocation estimation. For example, in the case of the video-conferencing application, we expect that a measurement of the mean rate will be signi cantly less that the sum of the SCR. The measurement of the mean rate of each tra c source would be unpractical and current signalling standards do not allow the communication of such parameters inside the network. It is rather more reasonable to consider that measurementsof of the mean of the total bit rate on each network link can be performed regularly on time. In this paper, we show that signi cant m ultiplexing gain can be obtained from this sole measurement. O n t h e other hand, for video movies or news encoded according to the algorithm presented in 8 , the mean bit rate is equal to SCR. However, the bit rate can be less variant t h a n t h a t o f t h e worst case" model. For this type of tra c, we then suggest to improve the bandwidth gain by measuring the variance of the total bit rate. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 resp. Section 3, we estimate the impact of the mean bit rate resp. bit rate variance on the ressource allocation. In both cases, a simple conservative e v aluation of the e ective bandwidth per source is presented which i s independent o f a n y speci c source model. In Section 4, the use of an e ective bandwidth for the mixture of heterogeneous streams is justi ed by considering the linearity of the acceptance region. In Section 5, we d e v elop a simple method for the resource allocation problem based only on the measurement of the mean resp. the variance of the total bit rate on a link and apply this method to the de nition of a CAC m e c hanism for video connections using the SBR transfer capability. Final Section 5 is devoted to conclusive remarks.
2 Impact of the mean bit rate 2.1 General de nitions and the worst case approach
We rst introduce a general de nition related to the performance evaluation of a multiplexer operating under the REM scheme. Denote by N the random variable describing the total stationary bit rate due to the superposition of N identical sources with bit rate distributed as variable . Let Now, consider SBR sources with declared parameters PCR = h and SCR = r multiplexed according to the REM scheme. The worst-case" model assumes that the bit rate of a source can have t wo states, namely, h with probability r=h and 0 with probability 1 , r=h 11 When m tends to zero, the e ective bandwidth em also tends to zero and, for m = r, er = e 0 as provided by 2.3. It can be shown that the e ective bandwith is a concave function of the mean see Appendix 1. Due to this concavity, a n y tangent to the curve e = em p r o vides a conservative estimation of the e ective bandwidth. We t h us suggest to linearise this function by the tangent at the point r; e 0 , as formulated in the following proposition. The value of the tangent a t r is obtained simply by di erentiating 2.5 with respect to m. F or numerical illustration, consider an OC-3 C = 155 Mb s output link with the peak rate assumed to be h = 2 Mb s, corresponding to a high quality video teleconference. We x " = 1 0 ,9 . Line A of gure 1 gives the e ective bandwidth with respect to the mean rate. 3 Impact of the bit rate variance
In this section, we analyse the impact of the variance, assuming that the mean bit rate m is equal to the declared sustainable bit rate r as is, the case, for instance, for video sources encoded according to 8 . In this case, we can expect that the source pro le delivered by t h e codec will not be an on o pattern. We then suggest to measure the variance of the bit rate in order to reduce the bandwidth overallocation given by the on o model. In this section, the Laplace transform ' r;v for xed m = r is simply denoted by ' v .
In order to estimate the gain that we can expect fron such a measurement, we rst consider an alternative pro le source model with the same peak and mean bit rates, namely the threestate model.
A simple three-state model
To illustrate the impact of the variance, we consider an alternative source model. Assume that the source bit rate can take three di erent states: the peak rate h, the sustainable rate r and 0, each state being taken with probability , and , respectively. This model, used for example in 4 , corresponds to depicting a leaky bucket controlled source as follows. When the source is active and when there are tokens available in the leaky bucket, the source emits at rate PCR; when no tokens are available, the source bit rate is controlled by the leak rate; nally, the source generally has silent periods. v is the unknown stationary variance of the bit rate. From relations ' v s = e sh + e sr + 3.7 with , and de ned by 3.6. Note that a variance equal to zero implies that the source emits cells at a constant r a t e m and the resource allocation is then minimum. The e ective bandwidth e is an increasing function of the variance and takes value between r for a variance equal to zero and the worst-case" allocation e 0 corresponding to variance v = v 0 .
To illustrate the above discussion, we consider an OC-3 output link and a movie with peak rate h = 6 Mb s, which can be seen as a typical peak rate value for MPEG movies 14 , 9 . The mean rate is either 1, 2 or 3 Mb s, corresponding to cases A, B or C. We x " = 1 0 ,9 . F or such sources, gure 2 gives the e ective bandwidth e = C=N as calculated from bound 2.1 for ' v de ned in 3.7, as a function of the ratio v=v 0 . F or cases B and C, the worst-case" allocation e 0 obtained for v = v 0 is also indicated dashed horizontal line. In case A, i.e., h = 6 Mb s and r = 3 Mb s, e 0 is constrained by t h e v alue of the peak rate. For values of the ratio v=v 0 not too close to the origin, we observe a quasi-linear increase of the e ective bandwidth as well as a signi cant gain with respect to the worst-case" allocation. This example gives some insight i n to the resource allocation economy which can be derived by the knowledge of the stationary variance of the rate. Recall that the saturation probability has been estimated here by considering a three-state model with states h, m and 0. We must then note that given peak rate and mean rate, the worst-case model is the on o model. This has already been stated in 7 , given peak rate, mean-rate and variance v, h o wever, the worst-case" tra c is not the three-state model considered above the three-state model corresponds to a realistic assumption only for a tra c e ectively shaped by a leaky bucket 4 .
General property without speci c model
In this section, we do not consider any a priori model, that is, no speci c assumption is made on the distribution of random variable describing the bit rate of a source with peak rate h, mean rate r and variance v. In order to be able to use the Cherno bound 2.1, our goal is to nd a simple tight upper bound of the Laplace transform of the distribution of . T h i s i s given in the following properties: belonging to this class. In this section, our purpose is to apply the notion of e ective bandwith calculated by assuming identical sources to heterogeneous mixtures.
Case where the mean bit rate is estimated
For each class of parameters h j ; r j ; m j , we consider the worst-case" tra c with Laplace transform ' j as given in 2.2 where r j is replaced by m j . W e e v aluate the saturation probability b y simply extending the Cherno bound to the heterogeneous case 13 . We then consider the corresponding acceptance region A, that is, the subset of vectors n 1 ; :::; n J 2 IN J such that the saturation probability is less than a desired value " for a number n j of class j-sources 1 j J. For instance, gure 4 represents the boundary of the acceptance region for a mixture of video teleconference sources type 1 with peak rate h 1 = 2 M b s a n d r 1 = 1 Mb s and video movie sources type 2 with peak rate h 2 = 6 Mb s and r 2 = 2 Mb s. Line A correponds to the worst-case" allocation, line B correponds to the worst-case" allocation but for a real" mean bit rate of m 1 = 0 :25 Mb s and line C corresponds to the acceptance region obtained simply by adding the e ective bandwidth em 1 a n d t h e w orst-case" allocation for the tra c of type 2.
We oberve the following points:
the acceptance region boundaries are linear. This has also been veri ed for quite a large number of tra c mixtures; there is still a signi cant gain using the conservative estimation of the e ective b a n dwidth given in Proposition 2.1, instead of the worst-case" allocation. On the right hand side of gure 5, line E represents the linear boundary of the acceptance region deduced by simply adding the evaluationsê j v j of the e ective bandwidth curves A, D0 and D1 remaining the same. The acceptance region is of course reduced, sinceê j v j is an upper bound of the e ective bandwidth. We observed, however, the following two points.
The acceptance region is well included in that delimited by D0; there is still a signi cant gain with respect to the domain associated with the worstcase" allocation represented by line A.
From an intensive n umerical analysis of the acceptance region, we can then deduce the following heuristic proposition. It is then known 2 that S`! IER = as`! 1 . It can be noted that the time scale for the convergence is of the order of 1=1 , .
No such simple recursive algorithm is, to our knowledge, available for measuring variance V N . The latter can be classically estimated 3 through the L-size sample t 1 , t 2 ,..., t L of the total bit rate at successsive instants t 1 , t 2 ,...,t L , b y
The order of increment t`,t`, 1 should be taken small with respect to the duration of a typical connection. The value of the numberL of samples can be chosen so that the previous empirical mean comes close to the estimate provided by the EWMA algorithm recalled above. We c a n assume that the number of connections N remains unchanged during the time duration of the sample t L , t 1 . H o wever, in the case where quite a large number of video connections is carried on the link, we can simply update the value of the variance when its value changes signi cantly in time. Indeed, the departure of one connection has negligible impact on the variance of the global bit rate and it is not necessary to consider a measurement i n terval limited by a xed number of active connections. E N . Note that we h a ve assumed that the measure of the global variance leads to an equality constraint. We can also introduce a con dence interval M N associated with this measure and replace the equality constraint b y the condition
Case where the total variance is measured
The same framework can be applied if the mean rate of each source is assumed to be equal to its sustainable bit rate but the variance of the total bit rate is measured, the particular variance v i due to any source i being unknown. The system is then E N max We h a ve considered some limit cases where no source can be accepted whatever its type might be. The limit case when p 1 N = 1 corresponds to the worst-case" allocation no measure or no information from it. The bend in the line B corresponds to a change in the solution of the linear optimisation problem 5.9 and 5.10. We observe that, even for a load around 70 the sum of the sustainable bit rate, the gain can be signi cant around 20.
The right part of Figure 6 We h a ve also considered some limit cases where no source can be accepted whatever its type might be. O -line measurements of stationary variance for video applications indicate that one can expect the variance to be around 10 or 20 of the worst-case" variance 9 . In this domain, we observe signi cant bandwidth gain allowing acceptance of more connections. Table 1 gives the bandwidth gain for a given measured normalised variance p 2 N = 0 :15 and for homogeneous sources with varying peak rate h and burstiness h=m. The gain is particularly important for high peak rate and high burstiness. Entry ? corresponds to no multiplexing gain for worst-case" tra c, i.e., e 0 = h and, the tangent a t v 0 ; h i s t h us equal to zero this is the same case as line A in Figure 1 . Table 1 : Bandwidth gain with respect to the peak cell rate for a measured normalised variance of p N = 0 :15.
Application to the CAC for SBR capability
Assume that a new video connection with declared parameters h 0 ; r 0 arrives for acceptance in the network. On each l i n k k of the network path where this connection should be carried, we assume that a measure of the global mean bit rate and or variance bit rate are performed. Note that in the case where there are only video teleconferencing connections carried in the network, it is not necessary to measure the variance. We then compute the two estimations of the bandwidth E 
Comparison to the Gaussian model
Assuming N leaky bucket controlled sources with aggregate mean M N and measured variance V N , it is natural to model the total bit rate by a Gaussian random variable NM N ; V N e.g. 15 , 18 . The approximation of the bit rate distribution by a Gaussian variable is assumed to be accurate for su ciently large N. In this case, we write the saturation probability P sat as P sat = If the estimated value of E N+1 is less than the capacity, then the new connection is accepted. This is the basic CAC principle under this Gaussian assumption. This principle is simple but it has two main drawbacks: the convergence of the total bit rate to a Gaussian variable is not tightly controlled. The convergence speed in the case of homogeneous sources is indicated either by the BerryEsseen theorem 5 , p. 542 or 19 , p. 342, or by using large deviations re nement through expressions depending of the third and higher order moments of the total bit rate 5 , p. 553. In both cases, considering the small target saturation probability, we cannot nd satisfactory expressions for estimating the error made when we use the Gaussian model; In the case of heterogenous sources, the number of sources of each c l a s s h a s t o b e l a r g e : the Gaussian model, therefore, is not very appropriate for heterogeneous streams.
For instance, under the Gaussian assumption, the mixture corresponding to case B in Section 4.1 leads to a linear decreasing gain with respect to the measurement p N , b e t ween 54 for p N =0 and a gain equal to 0 for p N =1. The gain is around twice that derived with the method proposed in Section 4.1 but there is no guarantee about the appropriateness of the Gaussian model and, consequently, about the performance estimation provided under this assumption.
Conclusion
In this paper, we h a ve analysed the impact of the stationary mean and variance of the bit rate on the e ective bandwidth of video sources multiplexed using the REM scheme. More particularly, a conservative estimate of the e ective bandwidth, independent o f a n y other statistical properties of the source, has been derived. This estimate depends linearly on the mean or on the variance of the source bit rate. In the case where we can only measure the total mean or variance of the stationary bit rate on the link, we h a ve derived a conservative estimation of the required resources on a speci c link. This resource estimation leads to bandwidth gain when compared to the worst-case" resource allocation. The method gives important bandwidth economy for video sources either with a real" mean signi cantly less than the sum of the sustainable bit rates or with a real" variance signi cantly less than the worst-case" variance.
Di erentiating B.1 with respect to v, w e t h e n h a ve 
